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Abstract—Underwater acoustic networks have recently emerged
as a new area of research in wireless networking. These networks
can support a large number of applications such as environmental
and underwater equipment monitoring. In recent years, there has
been substantial work on protocol design for these networks with
most efforts focusing on MAC and network layer protocols. De-
spite being a fundamental networking primitive, data broadcasting
has so far received little attention in the context of underwater
networks. This paper proposes an adaptive push system for dis-
semination of data in underwater acoustic wireless networks. Be-
sides achieving adaptation of its broadcast schedule according to
the a priori unknown needs of the clients, the proposed system also
efficiently combats the problem of high latency of the underwater
acoustic wireless environment. Simulation results show superior
performance of the proposed system in the underwater environ-
ment compared to adaptations of existing terrestrial push systems.

Index Terms—Data broadcasting, learning automata, under-
water networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE underwater environment poses significant challenges
for the deployment of wireless networks [1]–[4]. This is

because radio waves exhibit poor propagation properties in the
water, while optical waves are severely affected by scattering
and require high precision in pointing the laser beams. Thus,
the enabling technology for the physical layer of underwater is
typically implemented via acoustic waves.

Underwater acoustic wireless channels have a number of
unique characteristics that affect the design of networking
protocols. The most significant are the following.

• Propagation delay that is five orders of magnitude larger
than that of radio-based links of the same size. This is at-
tributed to the low speed of sound (1.5 km/s) in the water.

• Bandwidth–distance relationship: There exists a relation-
ship between the maximum coverage area of an underwater
acoustic transmitter and both the bandwidth and the fre-
quency band available to this transmitter for broadcasting
to clients inside this area. As the coverage area increases,
the frequency band that is used must be shifted toward
lower frequencies and its available bandwidth reduces [2].
Typical values for this bandwidth range from several kilo-
hertz for areas of a few kilometers to several hertz for areas
that span tens of kilometers.
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• The bit error rate of the underwater acoustic links is higher
than that of the radio-based ones.

In the last years, there has been increasing research interest in
the design of protocols for acoustic underwater networks. Many
of these protocols are essentially adaptations of existing ones
for radio networks. Such typical examples are the underwater
variants of the Aloha, medium access with collision avoid-
ance (MACA), and floor acquisition multiple access (FAMA)
medium access control (MAC) protocols whose underwater
acoustic variants are proposed in [5]–[7], respectively.

Apart from the aforementioned adaptations, new protocols
for the acoustic environment have also been proposed. How-
ever, all of them target networks with bidirectional links with
nodes being primarily oriented to unicast transmission. On the
other hand, in situations where multiple clients exhibit common
demands for data items from a central server, the paradigm of
data broadcasting [8]–[11] can be efficiently applied to increase
performance. Such environments comprise a broadcast server
that contains a database with data items and a set of clients that
demand access to these items with skewed demand patterns,
meaning that the majority of the clients demand access to a small
specific number of data items. Thus, it is obvious that these data
items will be more “popular” than others since broadcasting one
of these will satisfy many more clients than the broadcasting of
an item that is rarely demanded by the clients.

Despite being a popular networking primitive, data broad-
casting has so far received little attention in the context of un-
derwater networks, with the only relevant work presented in
[12]–[14]. This paper proposes an adaptive push-based, data
broadcasting system for dissemination of data items to multiple
underwater clients which have a certain degree of commonality
in their demands for data. The proposed system, whose topology
is shown in Fig. 1, comprises a base station with acoustic trans-
mission capabilities and a number of clients that listen to the
server’s broadcasts. The base station also acts as the relay to
the terrestrial broadcast server with the two of them communi-
cating over a radio wireless or cable link. The proposed method
uses a learning automaton (LA) at the server, which contains a
vector that stores the server’s estimation of the actual demand
probability among the client population for each data item. This
vector will be referred to from now on as the item probability
estimation vector. The LA continuously adapts to the demand
pattern of the client population to reflect the overall popularity
of each data item. The adaptation is accomplished using a feed-
back from the clients which is used at the server to update the
item probability estimation vector. Apart from achieving adap-
tation of its broadcast schedule according to the a priori un-
known needs of the clients, the proposed system also efficiently
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Fig. 1. Underwater push system comprising a base station with acoustic trans-
mission capabilities and a number of clients.

combats the problem of high latency of the underwater acoustic
wireless environment.

An example application of adaptive data broadcasting is the
case of flight information dissemination in an airport [15]. In
such a scenario, users coming to the airport will want informa-
tion regarding their flight (e.g., exact hour of departure, possible
delays, etc.). A broadcast server should deliver data according to
overall client demands. For a specific flight, the demand is likely
to be in its peak a couple of hours before the flight’s departure.
For example, if our flight departs at 6 P.M., early in the day, the
demand will be very small, as few passengers are likely to come
to the airport five or six hours before their flight. At this time of
the day, the server should increase the frequency of data items
that concern other flights that leave in the near future. As the
time for the departure of our flight approaches, the demand for
information regarding it will grow due to the increasing number
of waiting passengers. Eventually, a few minutes after the depar-
ture of the flight, it will drop again. It can easily be seen that in
such an environment, overall client demands are neither a priori
known nor static.

Examples of applications where underwater data broad-
casting would be useful are environmental monitoring (e.g.,
tsunami detection) and support to underwater manned mis-
sions, where data items may be broadcast to reach a number
of relevant destinations (e.g., monitoring stations or divers,
respectively). For example, in the case of support to divers
that are equipped with underwater global positioning system
(GPS) [16], which is widely available (or another positioning
method [17], [18]), and an acoustic navigation system, the
proposed system can offer support for the dissemination of
information that enables mapping and positioning of the diver.
To this end, the broadcast server can disseminate data items
that contain graphical (e.g., map, objects) and contextual data
(e.g., temperature, currents) regarding the entire area of an
underwater operation to the divers. Having knowledge of its
current position, the equipment (e.g., [19]) of each diver will
expect to receive and thus acknowledge only data items that
contain useful information regarding its present position.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
overviews terrestrial data broadcasting approaches which the
proposed method builds on and then proceeds to overview work
done in underwater broadcasting. Section III presents the pro-
posed underwater data broadcasting system. Section IV presents
simulation results that reveal the superiority of the proposed
system compared to adaptations of existing terrestrial push sys-
tems in underwater environments with dynamic client demands.
Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Related Terrestrial Data Broadcasting Systems

There are many papers addressing the problem of efficient
data broadcasting. In what follows, we outline some of them. A
popular approach in the area of push systems was the broadcast
disks model [11]. It proposes a way of superposition of mul-
tiple disks spinning at different frequencies on a single broad-
cast channel. The most popular data are placed on the faster
disks and as a result, periodic schedules were produced with the
most popular data being broadcast more frequently. This work
also proposes some cache management techniques aiming to re-
duce performance degradation of those clients with demands de-
viating from the server’s schedule. This work was augmented
later by dealing with issues such as the impact of changes at the
values of the data items at the server between successive broad-
casts [20] and addition of a feedback channel to allow users
to send explicit requests to the server [21]. The latter approach
can be considered as a hybrid system. However, the broadcast
disks approach is not adaptive, since it is based on the server’s
knowledge of a static client demand pattern resulting in prede-
termined broadcast schedules. Furthermore, it is constrained to
fixed sized data items and does not present a way of determining
either the optimal number of disks to use or their respective fre-
quencies. Those numbers are selected empirically and as a re-
sult, the server may not broadcast data items optimally, even in
cases of static demand patterns.

Push-based systems are also proposed in [9]. This work
proposes broadcast schedules based on the so-called square
root rule. Assuming that the instances of each item are equally
spaced in the broadcast, it shows that the client mean response
time is minimized when the server broadcasts an item with
frequency proportional to the square root of the factor ,
where is the overall client demand probability for item and

is this item’s length. In [22], the same result is reached for
equal ’s through numerical experiments and also examines
the outcoming algorithm performance on a pull system. This
work is carried out to a further extent in [23], where it is argued
that in addition to the mean client response time, the variance
of the response time should also be taken into account by
the broadcast scheduler. The proposed algorithm provides a
balance between minimization of the mean client response time
and the variance.

The above push-based approaches are practical only for fairly
stable environments since no mean of updating the probabilities
of data items is proposed. The broadcast disks approach is based
on the server’s knowledge of a static demand pattern resulting
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in predetermined, nonadaptive, broadcast schedules. The afore-
mentioned approaches assume that the access probabilities of
data items are available and are thus limited in terms of robust-
ness to changing demand. The method proposed in [8] and [10]
proposes a push-based system that is adaptive to dynamic client
demands. It uses a LA at the broadcast server to provide adap-
tivity to [9] while maintaining its computational complexity.
Using feedback from the clients, the automaton continuously
adapts to the overall client population demands to reflect the
overall popularity of each data item. It is shown via simulation
that, contrary to the method of [9], the adaptive system provides
superior performance in an environment with a priori unknown
client demands, which can also change over time with the nature
of these changes being unknown to the broadcast server. Fur-
ther extensions of [8] address performance improvement [24],
[25] and fairness [26] in environments with locality of client de-
mands.

B. Underwater Broadcasting Systems

Despite being a popular networking primitive, data broad-
casting has so far received little attention in the context of un-
derwater networks with the only relevant work presented in [12]
and [14]. Casari and Harris [12] propose three reliable broadcast
protocols based on forward error correction (FEC) capabilities
where clients can also act as forwarders of the server’s broad-
cast to clients farther away. This functionality is based on the
bandwidth–distance relationship of the underwater acoustic en-
vironments and is thus accomplished by employing specific fre-
quency bands where the signals are not expected to travel long
distances. This results in a reduction of the number of trans-
missions required to complete the broadcast, which in turn re-
duces both the overall energy consumption and the total time
it takes to complete the broadcast. The performance of the pro-
posed solutions is compared against two versions of a traditional
radio-based reliable multicast protocol.

Casari et al. [13], [14] take a different approach, by using
Fountain codes to enhance the efficiency of the data dissemina-
tion process in face of poor channel conditions. The paper thus
proposes a broadcasting scheme based on these codes, which
can provide a tradeoff between different performance metrics
such as delay, advancement per hop, and transmission power.

III. THE PROPOSED PUSH SYSTEM

A. Learning Automata

Learning automata [27]–[29] are mechanisms that can be ap-
plied to learn the characteristics of a system’s environment. A
LA is an automaton that improves its performance by interacting
with the random environment in which it operates. Its goal is
to find the optimal action among a set of actions, so that
the average penalty due to the environment is minimized. This
means that there exists a feedback mechanism that notifies the
automaton about the environment’s response to a specific ac-
tion. The operation of a LA constitutes a sequence of time cycles
that eventually lead to minimization of average penalty. The LA
uses a vector , which repre-
sents the probability distribution for choosing one of the actions

at time cycle . Obviously, .

The core of the operation of the LA is the probability updating
algorithm, also known as the reinforcement scheme which uses
the environmental response triggered by the action se-
lected at cycle to update the probability distribution vector

. After the update is finished, the automaton selects the action
to perform at time cycle , according to the updated prob-
ability distribution vector . A general reinforcement
scheme has the form of the following formula, where is
a variable that holds the action that was selected from the set

at time cycle :

if

if (1)

The cycle is defined as the time period in which the LA
chooses one of the actions , executes it, receives
the environmental response triggered by the action , and
updates the probability distribution vector . The functions
and are associated with reward and penalty for action ,
respectively, and is a metric of the environmental response,
normalized in . The lower the value of is, the more
favorable the response becomes. When takes continuous
values after normalization in the interval , the automaton is
known as an -model. In the area of data networking, learning
automata have been applied to several problems, including the
design of self-adaptive MAC protocols for wired and wireless
platforms (e.g., [30]–[32]) and routing [33], [34].

B. The Broadcasting Algorithm—Basics and Motivation

In data broadcasting, the primary criterion for performance
optimality is the minimization of the mean response time of the
client population. The latter is defined as the mean time that
elapses between the instant that a demand for an item is made
at an arbitrary client and the instant when the client receives the
demanded item. To optimize performance, broadcast schedules
must be periodic [35], and the variance of spacing between con-
secutive instances of the same item must be reduced [36]. Based
on the above, the broadcast scheduling of many push systems
(e.g., [9]) are based on the following arguments.

1) Schedules with minimum overall mean client response
time are produced when the intervals between successive
instances of the same item are equal.

2) Under the assumption of equally spaced instances of
the same items the minimum overall mean client re-
sponse time occurs when the server broadcasts an
item with frequency being proportional to the factor

, where is the de-
mand probability for item , is the item’s length, and

is the probability that an item of length is received
with an unrecoverable error.

Vaidya and Hameed [9] reveal that a broadcast algorithm
based on the above arguments minimizes the mean response
time of the system (optimized performance). Thus, the broad-
casting algorithm used in this paper is also based on the
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above arguments and operates as follows. The broadcast
server is equipped with an -model linear reward-inaction LA
that contains the server’s estimate of the actual demand
probability of the client population for each data item
among the set of the items the server broadcasts. Clearly,

, where is the number of items
in the server’s database. As in terrestrial instances of the pro-
posed approach [8]–[10], [24]–[26], at each cycle, the server
selects to transmit the item that maximizes the cost function

, where
is the current time, is the time when item was last

broadcast, is the length of item , and is the probability
of item with length being erroneously received. For items
that have not been previously broadcast, is set to . If the
maximum value of is shared by more than one item, the
algorithm selects one of them arbitrarily. Upon the broadcast
of item at time , is changed so that .

The server will probe the data items to receive feedback from
them so as to estimate the demand probability for each data item.
We note here that the feedback will concern individual items,
thus feedback is never solicited to acknowledge groups of data
items. For the feedback transmission, code-division multiple
access (CDMA), which has also been used in the underwater
acoustic environment [37]–[39], is chosen. On the other hand,
data item broadcasts use narrowband modulation over the entire
available bandwidth for data broadcasting. Each client that was
waiting for the item that was broadcast sends its feedback to the
base station using a user-specific high-speed code (long code).
At the receiver end (base station), signals are separated by using
a correlator, which only accepts signal energy from the specific
client’s long code and despreads its spectrum. Other co-user sig-
nals remain spread because their spreading algorithm is uncor-
related with the desired signal’s algorithm and they appear as
noise.

The number of mobile clients that can be supported in the
system is given by the capacity of CDMA [40], which is given
by

(2)

where ClNum is the number of mobile clients supported,
represents the transmission bandwidth for the feedback,
represents the feedback transmission bit rate, and is the
bit energy-to-noise power spectral density in linear scale. As
far as power control on the returning feedbacks is concerned,
every item will be broadcast having piggybacked on it the actual
power at which it was transmitted. Based on this information
and the power measured at item reception, each client will
set the transmission power of its feedback to . Using this
form of power control, client feedbacks will arrive at the same
power at the server irrespective of the clients’ distances from
the server. Another option would be to piggyback the actual po-
sition of the server within broadcast items, so that clients can
perform power control on the returning feedbacks by obtaining
their position (and thus their distance from the server) through
their onboard positioning system (e.g., [16]–[18]). However,
the increased latency that the feedback packets will experience

Fig. 2. Convergence of the automaton estimation of the item demand
probabilities.

over the high-propagation delay of underwater acoustic links
will pose a significant performance bottleneck for the system
of [8], as this waits for client feedbacks after each item broad-
casts for a time interval that equals the maximum round trip time
plus the feedback transmission time. This problem can be clar-
ified with the following example. Consider a server that acous-
tically transmits items to underwater clients located inside the
server’s coverage area (a circle with a 10-km radius). This gives
a maximum round trip time (MAX_RTT) of about 13 s. Typical
communication parameters for distances up to 10 km are re-
ported in [2] and are also used in the section where we evaluate
the performance of the proposed approach. According to these,
we can assume an available data bandwidth of 10 kHz and a
2.4-kb/s data rate. Moreover, we assume that the server broad-
casts different 1000-b-long data items. If we use a
small 200-Hz part of the available bandwidth for realizing the
system’s feedback, we can use the rest of the available band-
width to broadcast items. Thus, with 9.8 kHz available, we can
broadcast using rates around 2.35 kb/s which yield a 0.42-s item
transmission time. Moreover, to support an adequate number of
clients, (2) mandates the use of a small feedback user data rate.
Thus, if we employ a feedback data rate of 0.5 b/s the one-bit
feedback of the clients in the system of [8] lasts 2 s.

Regarding the tradeoff between the amount of bandwidth
dedicated to data and feedback, one can see that for the same
number of supported clients, if we dedicate more bandwidth
to the feedback, the feedback rate is increased and the data
rate is decreased. Thus, the system would become one that
broadcasts at a lower speed but shows increased learning rate
of the client demands due to the increased feedback rate.
However, in a slowly changing environment, as usually found
in data broadcasting contexts, the faster rate of learning the
demand probabilities would not provide additional performance
increase (as shown in [41]), thus the net effect would be the
increase of the response time (thus performance decrease) due
to the decreased data rate. The propagation delay would not
affect the above tradeoff as the proposed system continuously
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broadcasts data items and is not burdened by the propagation
delay.

It can be easily seen that, in the above discussion, the stop-
and-wait approach of [8] for feedback collection after each item
broadcast will underutilize the acoustic links, since utilization
will equal to Itm_time/(MAX_RTT Itm_time Fdb_time)

2.7%, where Itm_time Fdb_time
are the durations of the data items and feedback transmissions,
respectively.

C. The Proposed Underwater Push System

To solve the low-utilization problem described above, we can
change the system to a continuous one by making the server im-
mediately proceed to the next item broadcast after completing
the previous one. In this case, the server will demand feedback
once every item broadcasts so as to give clients
enough time for their previous feedback transmission to be com-
pleted. However, with this approach, a new problem arises. The
increased latency of the links will pose a problem for feedback
collection because feedback will now be received asynchro-
nously relative to the data item transmissions. This means that
there will exist situations where the server will need clarifica-
tion regarding the data item that an incoming feedback acknowl-
edges. In the context of the previous example, if we continu-
ously broadcast items, then a new feedback will be demanded
every Fdb_time second. For the broadcast of a certain item ,
the feedback can reach the server at most MAX_RTT Itm_time

Fdb_time 15.4 s after the start of the item’s broadcast. This
of course corresponds to an acknowledging client that is located
at a 10-km distance from the server. However, in this time in-
terval, the server will have probed up to more data
items. For these items, the server can very well have received
feedback if these were destined for clients closer to the server
than the ones that acknowledged item .

It can be easily seen from the above discussion that a con-
tinuous broadcast over the acoustic links that utilizes one-bit
feedback by the clients will result in ambiguities regarding the
item that each incoming feedback acknowledges. This problem
is solved by increasing the length of the feedback so that it con-
tains the ID of the item it acknowledges.

To achieve this, to collect feedback from the clients, the server
uses an in-band channel over the transmitted data items. This
channel is realized by piggybacking two binary numbers and

on the header of each item , . is a one-bit
number, while comprises a number of bits. When
the server wants to collect feedback from the clients that are
currently waiting to receive item , it sets on the header of the
broadcast item , , and . When the server does
not request feedback after the broadcast of item , it notifies the
clients for this by setting . Thus, each user’s feedback
will be made of number of bits, where is the
number of items the server broadcasts.

After the transmission of a probing request, the server will
continuously broadcast items for a time interval equal to the
duration of the feedback transmission, which is known a priori
since the feedback is bits and the feedback
transmission speed is known. After each such interval,
the server will transmit the next item in the schedule with a

piggybacked probe for another item . Of course, if Itm_time
Fdb_time, the server will be making probes with each broad-

cast item. Thus, as opposed to [8], the server will continuously
broadcast items rather than employ a stop-and-wait approach.
With a continuous broadcast of items and variable client place-
ments, the server will receive feedbacks from clients while
transmitting data items, thus the use of full-duplex acoustic
modems is needed, as already proposed in other acoustic
underwater protocols [4], [5], [42].

To select the item to probe , we separately apply the cost
function to produce the sequence of probed items by as-
suming that time elapses only when transmission of items with
probing requests is made. This means that the server needs to
store a separate vector that stores the time when each item
was last probed by the server.

The item ID on the incoming feedback is read by the server
and used to update the estimate of the corresponding items. The
probability distribution vector maintained by the LA estimates
the demand probability of each information item . Until the
next probability update takes place the server will use the up-
dated vector to calculate the cost of each item in the process
of choosing which one to broadcast.

When the probing of an item does not yield client feedback
because no client was waiting for , the probabilities of the items
do not change. However, following a probe for that yields
client feedback, the probability of is increased. The following
linear reward-inaction probability updating scheme is
employed after the probing of item (assuming it is the server’s

th probability update):

(3)

where takes values in and , take values in .
prevents the probabilities of nonpopular items from taking

values very close to zero to increase the adaptivity of the LA.
This is because if the probability estimate of an item ap-
proaches zero, then will take a value very close to zero.
However, item , even if unpopular, still needs to be transmitted
since some clients may request it. Furthermore, the dynamic na-
ture of client demands might make this item popular in the fu-
ture. To obtain ClNum, the server can broadcast a control item
that forces every client to respond with feedback and then waits
for MAX_RTT Itm_time Fdb_time to collect the feedback.

Using the probability updating scheme of (3), the item
probabilities estimated by the LA converge near the actual de-
mand probabilities for each item [8]. This makes this approach
attractive for dissemination applications with dynamic client
demands. This convergence is schematically shown in Fig. 2,
which plots the item probability estimates versus the overall ac-
tual demand probabilities, in a simulation of a sample database
comprising four items. The client demand pattern is unknown
to the server, so initially, the four items have an equal demand
probability estimate. It is clearly seen that convergence of the
item probabilities estimated by the automaton to the actual
overall demand pattern of the client population is achieved.
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The proposed approach described above constitutes the first
proposal for underwater adaptive broadcasting protocols. Pro-
tocols proposed so far [12]–[14] are nonadaptive as they do not
address adaptation to user needs. The most appropriate of these
as a performance criterion for the proposed approach would be
[14]. In this approach, the server would send all the items of
the server database regardless of the actual user interest. Thus,
differently from the nonadaptive broadcast scheme of [9], in the
scheme of [14], the server would not serve broadcast items cir-
cularly in a round-robin fashion, but initiate the broadcast once
and for all and not step to the subsequent one until the item
presently being served has reached all nodes.

One can easily compute the upper and lower differences for
the exchanged traffic and client response time between the pro-
posed system and that of [14]. Assume an error-free environ-
ment (this will slightly favor the system of [14] as it lifts the
need for feedback and item redundancy) and that the clients are
interested in a subset of the server’s items which are
continuously broadcast, a fact that obviously hides the propaga-
tion delay for the system of [14] as well. Furthermore, after re-
ception of a demanded item, clients will not demand another one
unless the entire client population has been served in that round.
The lowest difference for the aforementioned metrics will occur
at zero values of the data skew parameter. Due to the adapta-
tion mechanism, the proposed system will transmit the re-
quested items uniformly at random most of the time and thus
item broadcasts will be needed to satisfy the first request of each
client. broadcasts will be needed by the system of [14] as this
initiates the broadcast once and for all each time. This results in
the amount of traffic saved being equal to in favor of the
proposed system. The corresponding client mean response time
in the proposed system would be equal to the duration of broad-
casting the demanded items (thus Itm_time) [8]–[11] and
is attributed to the continuous nature of broadcasting. For the
method of [14], the client mean response time will be equal to
the duration of broadcasting the items (thus Itm_time)
[8]–[11]. These yield a time saving of in favor of the
proposed system at zero data skew parameter values.

As the value of the data skew parameter increases, the above
differences will also increase in favor of the proposed system.
The most significant differences for the aforementioned met-
rics will occur for high values of the data skew parameter (
1.5). At these values, due to the adaptation mechanism, the pro-
posed system will almost exclusively transmit the first item of
the server database, as this will be the only one demanded by the
clients at such values of data skew parameter. Thus, typically,
one item broadcast will be needed to satisfy the first request of
each client. broadcasts will be needed by the system of [14]
as this initiates the broadcast once and for all each time. This
results in the amount of traffic saved being equal to
in favor of the proposed system. The corresponding client mean
response time in the proposed system would be equal to the du-
ration of broadcasting the single demanded item (thus Itm_time)
[8]–[11] and is attributed to the continuous nature of broad-
casting. For the method of [14], the client mean response time
will be equal to the duration of broadcasting the items (thus

Itm_time) [8]–[11]. These yield a time saving of

in favor of the proposed system at high data skew parameter
values.

D. The Proposed Underwater Push System
With Bandwidth Saving

From the above discussion, it is obvious that the continuous
underwater acoustic broadcasting system sacrifices part of the
scarcely available bandwidth for the implementation of the feed-
back system. However, as will be seen in Section IV, it exhibits
significantly better performance compared to adaptations of ex-
isting terrestrial push systems. Nevertheless, with a simple mod-
ification, we can implement feedback with less bandwidth and
thus devote more bandwidth to data broadcasts.

To this end, to collect feedback from the clients, the server
uses an in-band channel over the transmitted data items, which
is now realized by piggybacking a number of
of bits in the header of each item , , where
must be large enough to code the maximum number of probes
that can result in ambiguous feedbacks for a system with a cer-
tain coverage area. Thus, as is less than the number of items

, if we keep the number of supported clients ClNum and the
feedback duration constant, we can utilize a smaller feedback
user rate . This obviously translates via (2) to less band-
width needed for the feedback operation. For example, for the
system mentioned in Section III-C, with a 10-km coverage range
(thus MAX_RTT 13 s) with Itm_time and Fdb_time being 0.42
and 2 s, respectively, the maximum number of ambiguous feed-
backs is (MAX_RTT Itm_time Fdb_time)/Fdb_time
and thus we need to use 4 b. This is obviously a re-
duction compared to the 10 b
we needed to code the feedbacks with the previous algorithm
and translates to dedicating for item broadcasting an additional
60% of the bandwidth that was used for feedback by the pre-
vious algorithm.

The algorithm, whose pseudocode is shown in Fig. 3, oper-
ates as follows. We start from a value of for the probe
counter , . If we do not want to probe any item,
we piggyback a value of zero on the broadcast item . To probe
item with the broadcast of item :

• we piggyback a probe for on the header of ;
• we use the vector to mark the item which the current

probe for refers to by setting ;
• we then increase by (upon overflow, we set );
• upon the reception of a feedback that contains a number ,

, we identify via the data item that this
probe acknowledges and we proceed to use (3) to perform
the probability updating accordingly.

It has to be noted that the modification described in this sec-
tion would lead to less improvement in the presence of signifi-
cant preamble length. From this point of view, this modification
provides for the upper limit of the bandwidth that can be saved
when acknowledged items are differentially rather than abso-
lutely encoded on the returning feedbacks.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Using simulation, we compared the proposed system against
the one in [8] and the static round-robin (flat) broadcast. The flat
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Fig. 3. Pseudocode of the bandwidth-saving version of the proposed push
algorithm.

approach also derives from the method in [9] for equiprobable,
fixed-length items.

We consider a broadcast server having a database of
equally sized items. We assume that the items contain

time-varying information, thus between successive broadcast
of the instance of the same item, the actual information it
contains changes. The server is initially unaware of the demand
for each item, so every item has a probability estimate of .
We consider ClNum clients that have no cache memory due to
the time-varying nature of item contents. Clients access items
in the interval [1, Range]. This range consists of regions of
size each that contain equiprobably demanded items. The
demand probability of an item in region is
where , and is a param-
eter named access skew coefficient. This is the Zipf distribution
used in modeling of client demands [8]–[11], [20]–[26]. As
the value of increases, Zipf produces increasingly skewed
demand patterns.

To simulate some disagreement in the client demand patterns,
we introduce the parameters Dev and Noise. These parameters
determine the percentage of clients that deviate from the initial
demand pattern described above and the degree of that devia-
tion. For every client, a coin toss, weighted by Dev, is made. If
the outcome of the toss states that the client is to deviate from
the initial demand pattern, then a new demand pattern for this
client is generated. This pattern is produced in the following
way: with probability Noise, the demand probability of each
item in the client’s demand pattern database is swapped with
another item that is selected in a uniform manner from the in-
terval . Each client is placed at kilometers from the
server, with being uniformly selected from the interval
MAX_DISTANCE .

We did not take into account reception errors as our goal is
to assess the relative performance increase of the proposed ap-
proach compared to applications of [8] and flat broadcast in the
underwater environment due to the use of the novel feedback
scheme. In the presence of channel errors, some data items and
feedbacks will be lost. Regarding the data items, this loss will be
common for all methods. However, lack of feedback or feedback
errors lead to a wrong estimation of the users’ interest in the data
being broadcast. While flat broadcast may be quite transparent

to this, adaptive broadcast policies would be more negatively
affected. Specifically, the loss of feedbacks would lead to small
inaccuracies for the estimation of client demands. This inaccu-
racy will actually be a small random reduction in the number of
incoming feedbacks for a certain data item and thus it will trans-
late in small random reductions of the learning rate . These
reductions will be common for both the proposed approach and
that of [8] and thus will not change their relative performance.
Regarding the relative performance of the proposed approach
and that of the flat (nonadaptive) scheme, despite that these
random reductions will temporarily reduce the learning rate of
the proposed system, this will continue to be superior to the flat
one because the latter cannot adapt to the client’s demands for
data items when the data skew parameter takes nonzero values.

Finally, as we used, according to (2), an available bandwidth
for the feedback capable of supporting up to ClNum mobile
clients, multiple-access and the CDMA feedback storm issues
do not arise for the feedback.

The simulation is carried out until at least NumReq requests
are satisfied at each client, meaning that overall, at least NumReq

ClNum requests have been served.
The results were obtained with the following parameter

values being constant:
• ;
• NumReq ;
• ;
• ;
• Noise ;
• item size 10 b;
• .
As far as the number of feedback bits is concerned, the non-

adaptive method does not use feedback. We use the one-bit feed-
back for the adaptive method of [8]. Ten bits are needed for the
feedback of the proposed method. The number of bits used for
the feedback of the bandwidth saving version is mentioned later
on.

For the nonadaptive push system, since it does not employ
the feedback, we utilize the entire 10-kHz available bandwidth
for data transmission, thus for this system 2400 b/s
[2]. For the proposed adaptive system, we use 20% of the avail-
able bandwidth for realizing the system’s feedback, thus for this
system 8 kHz, 2 kHz, and consequently,

1900 b/s. Moreover, as far as the feedback of the
system is concerned, we set 5 b/s. The above parame-
ters via (1) allow for ClNum . For the adaptive system of
[8] which utilizes one-bit feedback, for the same feedback dura-
tion, we can support 81 clients with 200 Hz and
0.5 b/s. Thus, for this system, 9.8 kHz, and conse-
quently, 2352 b/s. Finally, the values of these param-
eters for the bandwidth saving version are mentioned later on.

In Figs. 4–13, we present simulation results for the following
two network environments:

• Network N1: Range , ;
• Network N2: Range , .
In Figs. 4–13, we plot the performance of the three systems

versus the data access skew coefficient . The performance
metric we use, which is commonly used in data broadcasting
[8]–[11], [20]–[26], is the client mean response time, which
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Fig. 4. Mean response time versus access data skew coefficient for the three
systems in Network N1 for a server coverage area of 2-km radius.

Fig. 5. Mean response time versus data access skew coefficient for the three
systems in Network N1 for a server coverage area of 5-km radius.

is the mean time a client waits to receive a requested item.
In Figs. 4–13, the plots termed “nonadaptive push,” “adap-
tive push,” and “continuous adaptive push” refer to the flat
broadcast, to the method of [8], and to the proposed method,
respectively. The solid plots correspond to the performance of
the systems with Dev , whereas the dashed ones correspond
to the performance of the systems with Dev .

Figs. 4–7 display the results for Range and .
Specifically, Figs. 4–6 show, for a maximum coverage area of
the server (marked MAX_DISTANCE) of radius 2, 5, and 10 km,
respectively, the relative performance of the three systems with
a logarithmic (base 10) scale used for the -axis. Fig. 7 shows
the relative performance of the proposed system and the flat
one. This plot appears only once as the performance of the two
systems is the same regardless of the coverage area of the server.

Figs. 8–11 display the results for Range and
. Specifically, Figs. 8–10 show, for a maximum coverage area

Fig. 6. Mean response time versus data access skew coefficient for the three
systems in Network N1 for a server coverage area of 10-km radius.

Fig. 7. Mean response time versus data access skew coefficient for the pro-
posed and the nonadaptive system in Network N1.

of the server (marked MAX_DISTANCE) of radius 2, 5, and
10 km, respectively, the relative performance of the three sys-
tems with a logarithmic (base 10) scale used for the -axis.
Fig. 11 shows the relative performance of the proposed system
and the flat one. Again, this plot appears only once as the perfor-
mance of the two systems is the same regardless of the coverage
area of the server.

Finally, Figs. 12, and 13 plot the performance of the proposed
algorithm and that of the bandwidth-saving version for a max-
imum coverage area of the server (marked MAX_DISTANCE)
of radius 2, 5, and 10 km in Networks N1 and N2, respectively,
with both figures obtained for Dev . By allowing the same
number of clients with the other systems (thus ClNum ) and
by calculating the number of feedbacks that can be ambiguous,
the bandwidth saving version utilizes the following parameter
values:
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Fig. 8. Mean response time versus data access skew coefficient for the three
systems in Network N2 for a server coverage area of 2-km radius.

Fig. 9. Mean response time versus data access skew coefficient for the three
systems in Network N2 for a server coverage area of 5-km radius.

• MAX_DISTANCE 2 km: two feedback bits,
9.6 kHz, 2304 b/s, 400 Hz,
1 b/s;

• MAX_DISTANCE 5 km: three feedback bits,
9.4 kHz, 2256 b/s, 600 Hz,
1.5 b/s;

• MAX_DISTANCE 10 km: four feedback bits,
9.2 kHz, 2208 b/s, 800 Hz,
2 b/s.

The main conclusions that can be drawn from Figs. 4–13
follow.

• The adaptive systems show better performance as the data
skew parameter increases while the nonadaptive system
shows worse performance. These are both, because in the
adaptive systems, the LA adaptation mechanism learns
the actual demand probabilities of the client population,

Fig. 10. Mean response time versus data access skew coefficient for the three
systems in Network N2 for a server coverage area of 10-km radius.

Fig. 11. Mean response time versus data access skew coefficient for the pro-
posed and the nonadaptive system in Network N2.

whereas such an adaptation is not present in the non-
adaptive system. Specifically, as the data skew parameter
increases to larger values, the vast majority of the clients
tend to demand the first few items of the server’s database.
As the adaptation mechanism learns this, these items are
broadcast with higher frequency, thus leading to a higher
performance (lower mean response time) for the clients. In
the nonadaptive system, the same phenomenon caused by
the increasing values of the data skew parameter is not ac-
companied by a corresponding change in the frequencies
of the broadcast items due to the lack of adaptivity. Thus,
as the server’s items are transmitted in a flat manner, for
low values of the data skew parameter, the clients demand
items in a flat manner as well, with resulting client mean
response times being approximately half the period of
broadcasting the server’s database [8]–[11]. However, for
increasing values of the data skew parameter as mentioned
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Fig. 12. Mean response time versus data access skew coefficient for the pro-
posed system and the bandwidth-saving variant in Network N1.

above, a client selects only among very few items. Thus,
it generally has to wait more than half the period of the
broadcast to obtain the requested item, which in turn leads
to a lower performance (higher mean response time).

• The proposed approach significantly outperforms that of
[8] and the performance difference increases for increasing
coverage of the server. Moreover, its absolute performance
remains the same regardless of the coverage area of the
server. This is because the proposed method for feedback
collection allows a continuous transmission of data items,
which hides the increased transmission latency that will
only burden the system for the first item transmission. In
contrast, the method of [8] waits after each item transmis-
sion for the sum of twice the maximum propagation delay
plus the feedback duration plus the item transmission time
to receive feedback, which of course poses a huge time
overhead.

• For small values of , the performance of the proposed
system when Range is a little worse than that
of the flat scheme (see Figs. 3–6). This is because 1) the flat
system does employ feedback and is thus not impaired with
the aforementioned performance bottleneck; 2) in the pro-
posed system, small values of reduce the demand pattern
to a uniform distribution over the server’s data items, which
in turn leads to the flat broadcast of the server’s items;
3) due to the need of the proposed protocol for a feed-
back channel, the available bandwidth for broadcasting for
the proposed system is 80% of that used by the flat broad-
casting system. However, for increasing , the performance
of the proposed system increases significantly compared to
that of the flat approach.

• The performance improvement of the proposed approach
decreases for Dev , due to the greater skew in client
demands [8], however, it keeps significantly better than that
of the other two approaches.

• When Range , the flat approach is well outper-
formed by the proposed method even in the case of small

Fig. 13. Mean response time versus data access skew coefficient for the pro-
posed system and the bandwidth-saving variant in Network N2.

, since it notifies the server to broadcast frequently only
the demanded items (see Figs. 8–11). Thus, it would be
useful even in cases of applications that access subsets of
the server’s database with demand patterns close to being
uniform.

• As can be seen from Figs. 12 and 13, the bandwidth-saving
version of the proposed system leads to a further perfor-
mance increase.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an adaptive push system for acoustic
information dissemination of data in underwater clients. Apart
from achieving adaptation of its broadcast schedule according
to the a priori unknown needs of the clients, the proposed
system also efficiently combats the problem of high latency
of the underwater acoustic wireless environment. Simula-
tion results show superior performance compared to existing
approaches for terrestrial push systems. Moreover, the perfor-
mance of the proposed system is not affected by increasing the
coverage area of the broadcast server.
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